
ERAN KATZ 

Eran Katz’s 

Super Brain & Memory Master 

Sat 5 Dec 2015, 2pm – 5pm, Lifelong Learning Institute 

Sat 24 Nov 2012, 2pm – 5.30pm 

Increase INCOME Improve EFFICIENCY Strengthen CONNECTIONS 

Best-selling  International Author Israeli & 

Guinness Book of Records Holder for 

Best Memory 

Mini Marathon 
MIND HACKING 

Eran Katz’s books 

are being translated  

in 15 languages   

and have  

made an  

impact to  

students and  

adults .  

Learn How to Turbo Charge Your Brain Power to register, 
retain and recall faster and easier within 3 hours 

"Erase Your Failures. Create NEW 
successful memories that will make you 

rich in every possible way“ - Eran Katz 

7 Amazing Brain Skills in  

One Single Package ! 



To scale the corporate ladder or to make it big in 
the business scene, are you taking advantage of 
your strongest and most efficient tool – YOUR 
BRAIN?  PMEBs who have trained their brain and 
memory can easily transform simple tasks into 
outstanding achievements. They are poised to 
scale the career ladder and watch their income 
grow FASTER.  
 
And since we know that your time is valuable and 
you want to get to the point – here you have it: 

For the first time – Eran’s 7 best selling TED 
style condensed lectures in one single 
package! 
 
1. Develop a Super Memory - Learn the 3 

principals that will improve your memory by 50% 

and instantly remember everything you read or 

hear: facts, data, articles and even jokes. Create 

impactful Presentations without notes –you will 

succeed in wow-ing your audience with large 

amounts of information conveyed in a convincing 

manner.  

 
2. Make the Right Decision in 2 minutes - Based 

on scientific research. Why do rational people 

believe that they can beat the casino?  Can we 

create a mental mechanism to avoid making fatal 

mistakes in the future? You will learn the technique 

here 

 
3. Erase bad memories and failures and move on 
to success - Do past failures make you feel 

insecure? Are you afraid to reach for the stars? The 

burden of the past and its impact on our future; 

Learn how to move from failure to success with 

renewed enthusiasm and motivation. 

 

4. Learn the Art of Getting Lucky - Is luck related to 

destiny? What is the difference between lucky 

 

Dr. Kanthati Suphamongkon, 39th Foreign 
Minister of Thailand – “Eran’s books and 

methods are necessary for anyone who wishes 

to reach high levels of Success" 

“You may not realize yet ... 
your fame and wealth is 
totally dependent on  
your Million Dollar Brain 
Power." 

What You Choose to Remember can make you Wealthy and Successful 

 

 

 

  

        

 "We are pleased to inform you that there were over 2,842 

participants at the world science Forum and the response 

from our audience about your lecture was overwhelmingly 

positive. You were one of the main contributors to the 

forum's success".  

Hong-Ryul Lee 

Director, Seoul World Science Forum  

REGISTER, RETAIN & RECALL with ERAN KATZ NOW! 

Book Now – seminar@versacreations.com | www.erankatzasia.com | 96837067/90288268   

people and unlucky ones You will learn The 

Art of Creating Luck and Prosperity for 

yourself & others. 

 
5. Nobel Prize Mind - Why do many Jews win 

the Nobel prize? Why do many Jews win the 

Nobel prize? What is their unique way of 

studying and thinking… and how can we use 

their secrets to out smart our competitors and 

achieve remarkable success 

 

6. Develop a Super Memory for Names and 
Faces - What’s the name of that guy I just met? 

Avoid embarrassing situations and generate 

rapport and better relations. Learn 

extraordinary techniques used by memory 

masters: The Gucci association, the JFK 

technique, the twin's effect, Napoleon's 

technique and other efficient methods to easily 

remember names.  

 
7. Language Hacking - Learn any language fast  
- Unique brain skills which will, save valuable 

time, reduce unnecessary stress 

What Others Said of Eran? 

Bill Schultz, CEO, Coca-Cola Co., South Pacific 
Asia 
“Your seminar was a wonderful combination 

of entertainment and valuable efficient 

methods”  

“No technology can replace our memory 
- remembering is learning.” Eran Katz 

The MIND HACKING Mini Marathon  



THAILAND 

INDIA 

CHINA  

SINGAPORE 

VIETNAM 

S. KOREA 

ERAN in ASIA 

VERSA CREATIONS PTE LTD  seminar @versacreations.com  www.versacreations.com 

'Secrets of a Super Memory' Seminar - Tokyo 



Presenting his book to HRH 
Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn,  
daughter of the Thai King  

REGISTRATION FORM for Mind Hacking Mini Marathon 

Eran appears in numerous TV, radio  
and online shows sharing his 
knowledge on memory power 

ERAN KATZ 

I like to order  ________ Tickets at a total tuition fee of $ _____________________ 
 
Participant #1:  Mr/Mrs/Mdm _____________________________________________________________ 
Email _____________________________ HP: _______________Off:________________ 
 
Participant #2:  Mr/Mrs/Mdm _____________________________________________________________ 
Email _____________________________ HP: _______________Off:__________________________ 

 
PAYMENT DETAILS: Write cheque to VERSA CREATIONS PTE LTD and mail with Registration Form to  

19 Kim Keat Road #08-10/11 Fu Tsu Building Singapore 328804   
OR Internet Bank Transfer to OCBC 516-704-517-001 

 
Cheque  Issuing Bank: _______________________________________________ Cheque No.: ___________________________ 
 

I understand that I have to make full payment 14 days before the commencement of the workshop, and that an 

Admission Letter  will be sent after my payment is received. 

 
Name: ____________________________    Signature: ______________  Contact No: _________  (If not a participant) 

Fees: $188Sat 5 Dec 20152pm – 5.00pmLifelong Learning Institute. Hall 2-1 

2012 Text: 

Eran Katz is a Guinness Book of Records holder for the longest string of 
number memorised.  He can easily recite 500 numbers or more! Before a live 
audience, he demonstrates how he can recite the numbers after hearing them 
once. And on top of that, he can recite these numbers backwards. 
 
Eran  is an eloquent speaker and teacher in the memory and intelligence 
sphere. Memory is a skill that can be trained and improves with practise, that is 
Eran’s firm belief. About 200,000 people around the world have attended one 
of the 1700  entertaining lectures and seminars he has delivered. 
 
He has written several books on memory which have been translated into many 
languages. On top of best sellers, “Secrets of a Super Memory” and “Jerome 
Becomes a Genius”, his 2010 book “Where did Noah Park the Ark “,published 
by Random House, was on best-selling non-fiction lists in many global 
bookstores including our own Borders, Kinokuniya, Times and Popular 
bookstores. His new book “ Gift of an Asian Student – 5  Missions to the Mind” 
will be published in November 2012. 
 
Eran has delivered his lectures and seminars to hundreds of leading 
multinational companies and organizations worldwide. Among them are 
Motorola, IBM, Oracle, Microsoft, Nokia, General Electric, Coca-Cola, AT&T, 
Avis, The European Petrochemical Association, Singapore Government, Japan 
Opensense workshops, Thai Chamber of Commerce, World Science Forum ( 
Seoul, Korea), UN Brain Education Convention, Japan Open-sense workshops, 
The Korean Brain Institute and many more. 
 
Katz is a board member of IBREA – The International Brain Education 
Association. 

TAX DEDUCTION FOR COMPANIES SPONOSRING EMPLOYEES: For examples of how 

companies can send employees for Eran Katz’s training and SAVE MONEY, check out http://www.erankatzasia.com/tax-deduct 

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL: $98 Per Ticket for 2 Persons $128  Per Ticket 

REGISTER, RETAIN & RECALL with ERAN KATZ NOW! 

Book Now – seminar@versacreations.com | www.erankatzasia.com | 96837067/90288268   

Eran Katz is a Guinness Book of Records holder for the 
longest string of number memorised. Before a live audience, 
he demonstrates how he can recite the numbers after 
hearing them once, including backwards. 
 
Eran  is an eloquent speaker and teacher in the memory and 
intelligence sphere. Memory is a skill that can be trained and 
improves with practise, that is Eran’s firm belief. About 
200,000 people around the world have attended one of the 
1900  entertaining lectures and seminars he has delivered. 
 
He has written several books on memory which have been 
translated into many languages. On top of best sellers, 
“Secrets of a Super Memory” and “Jerome Becomes a 
Genius”, his 2010 book “Where did Noah Park the Ark”, 
published by Random House, was on best-selling non-fiction 
lists in many global bookstores including our own Borders, 
Kinokuniya, Times and Popular bookstores. His new book 
“Five Gifts for the Mind” published in 2014,  was #1 Non 
fiction bestseller in Israel and S. Korea. 

Your ticket(s) will be emailed to you once payment is received  

ERAN KATZ The Super Memory Master  

Booked & Paid By 25 November 2015 to enjoy Early Bird Discounts 


